MUSEUM OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Color the Collection

YOU DON'T KNOW THE HALF OF IT
The Museum of the American Revolution explores the dynamic story of the American Revolution using its expansive collection of Revolutionary-era weapons, personal items, documents, and works of art. Immersive galleries and recreated historical environments bring to life the events, people, and ideals of our nation’s founding and engage people in the history and continuing relevance of the American Revolution.
“SUCCESS TO THE TRIPHENA”
PUNCH BOWL
DRUM MADE IN MASSACHUSETTS
WILLIAM WALLER’S POWDER HORN
Have fun coloring with a variety of media.

Crayons — who doesn’t love reliving their childhood by smudging colored wax across beautifully textured paper?

Markers — these are a great choice for simple to challenging coloring books, they also mix well with colored pencils to create a lovely textured and dramatic feel. Markers come in a variety of shades, have precision tips and offer bright, vibrant colors.

Colored pencils — the crayon’s more sophisticated cousin. Colored pencils are great for artists of any level and offer a hard, precise tip, which is easy to keep sharp. They come in many colors, and layer very well. Press softer for lighter colors and harder for a more dense, rich color. Colored pencils can be used along side other media, like markers to create a beautifully textured finish.